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ABSTRACT

Based on the augmented space formalism introduced by

one of us and the use of the Ward identity and the Bethe-

Sapeter equation, a formalism haB been developed for the

calculation of electrical conductivity for random alloys.

A simple application is made to a model case, and it is

argued that the formalism enables us to carry out viable

calculations on more realistic models of alloys.
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l. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical development of the conductivity in random alloys has

been carried out in several simple situations, The Ziman-Faber theory

(Ziman 1961, Bradley et al,1962, Faber and Ziman 1965) developed originally

for liquids but applicable alBO to alloys, is valid for weak scattering of

the conduction electrons by a distribution of dilute, random scatterers. The

Ziman-Faber theory, a nearly-free electron picture within the Born appoxi-

mation, is valid only for low concentrations of scatterers, when the

resulting mean free path is much larger than thedeBroglie wavelength. It

is essentially a second order perturbation expression. For the case of

strong scattering, as in transition or noble metal alloys, one may use the

extended Ziman theory, replacing the scattering potentials by equivalent

t-matrices (Evans et al. 1971). However, as pointed out by Roth and Singh

(1982), the approach neglects multiple scattering effects. Reaching beyond

this is a series of multiple scattering formalism based on the Kubo

formulation. Of increasing degree of sophistication we may list: the virtual

crystal approximation (VCA), the averaged t-matrix approximation (ATA) and

the single site coherent potential approximation (CPA). Of these only the

last mentioned maintains the herglotz analytic properties of the Green

function, essential for meaningful approximations, for all concentrations,

energies and scattering strengths. Non-self-consistent approximations which

utilise unrenormal1sed propagators, like that of Lloyd (1967), Ishida and

Yonezawa (1973) or Lax (1952) are not of much use, as they all lead to

spurious divergences. An effective medium approximation (EMA) which does

not show divergences has been developed by Both (1974), Singh and Roth

(I960) and Asano and Yonezawa (l°80).The most complete derivation is that

of Roth and Singh (1982) who introduce vertex corrections missed by Asano

and Yonezawa, Although the methodology was developed for liquid transition

metals, with minimal modification it may also be applied to random alloys.

For reasonable strong scattering, the EHA seems to be a good approximation

and, as we shall subsequently see, has considerable similarity to our

approach. Velicky (1969) has developed the conductivity within the CPA

for a model case with diagonal disorder and one orbital per site. Brouers
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and Vedyayev (1972) have extended the formalism to sd transition/noble

metal alloys. The former gives the calculations on a simple model with

semiparabolic density of states; while the latter base their calculations

on a much simplified model also with semiparabolic s and d densities,

simply related to each other by a multiplicative scale factor.

In situations of strong scattering: in high concentration regimes

where scattering from clusters becomes predominant and in situations with

large off diagonal disorder, the need to extend the calculations to clusters

coherent potential approximation (CCPA) has been recognised for some time.

The difficulty in generating self-consiBtent generalizations of the CPA,

which preserve the essential herglotz properties haB also been recognized

(Nickel and Butler 1973, Butler 1973). A successful and viable self-

conaiatent, herglotz preserving approximation within the CCPA scheme was

introduced via the augmented space formalism by one of us (Hookerjee 1973).

The formalism has been extended to the calculation of the density of states

in various situations since then (Mookerjee 1975a, Kumar et al. 1982,

Mookerjee and Srivastava 1982, Hookerjee et al. 1983, Yuseouff and Mookerjee

1984, Kaplan and Gray 1976, 1977, Kaplan et al. 1980). A closely related

formalism is the travelling pseudofermion approach of Mills and Ratnararaksa

(1978).

The aim of this communication is to develop an explicit formalism

for calculating the conductivity in the CCPA within the augmented space

formalism. We shall illustrate the methodology by application to a simple

three-dimensional model alloy.

Just as the herglotz property is essential for any physically

meaningful approximation for the one-particle propagator so that the reality

of the eigenenergies and positivity and single valuedness of the density of

the states is preserved, Hookerjee (1976) showed that for any approximation

for response functions, the vertex correction must be related to the self-

energy via a Ward identity, so that averaged macroscopic conservation laws

are not violated. Given the self-energy In a CCPA, the Ward identity then

provides the vertex correction. This is closely related to the variational

procedure of Popeilawski (1979) and that followed by Roth and Singh (1982).
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The vertex correction with the self—energy is sufficient input for the

Bethe-Salpeter for the response functions. The Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter

equations for the CPA were obtained by laborious diagrammatic resummation

by Leath (1970). However, within the augmented space picture, in which

k- labelled states are scattered by configuration fluctuations, both were

obtained in the CCPA by Hookerjee (1975b, 1975c). These form the background

of our present development.

There have been earlier attempts at the theory of conductivity

within which off diagonal disorder was taken into account (Niiseki 1977a,b,c;

Hoshino and Watabe 1977, Niizeki and Hoshino 1977). There are Beveral

essential differences between the treatment of these and allied works and

that of ours. All these earlier works were within the framework of the

single site CPA, generalising, for long ranged potentials, the pioneering

work of Velicky (1969). Single site CPA is intrinsicallyunsatisfactory for

problems with off diagonal disorder, where at least the 2CPA should be

considered as the lowest order approximation. Moreover, except for cases

where V is either the arithmetic or the geometric average of V and
AB AA

V , the CPA equations themselves do not simplify. In fact, all CPA work
BB

with off-diagonal disorder simply assumesthis to be true. As we shall see
the

later in realistic alloys,/presence of short ranged order invalidates these

assumptions. Within the augmented space approach, no such assumption is

necessary (Kumar et al. 1982). There is nothing in these works which

indicate how to generalize to the CCPA without encountering analytic

difficulties. The treatment of the effects due to randomness in the current

terms is also different in the two approaches. Finally, all these earlier

works envisage only off-diagonal disorder, appropriate to the problem of

bond or site percolation; whereas, our approach is applied to a model of an

alloy in which there is both diagonal and off- diagonal disorder, statistically

coupled. It would be instructive to see how to deal with such a model

within the earlier formalisms.
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2. THE FORMULATION

We shall take as our starting point a one electron, tight binding

Hamiltonian with one orbital per site

H - H e. V, + T_ Z V(J- -i- ̂  T
(l)

where P = [i><i| and T = |i><J]. The basis functions are a complete

set of linearly independent site labelled functions. In general, ortho-

gonality is unnecessary, although for computational purposes it is

convenient. A useful basis are the pseudo—orbitals of the chemical

pseudopotential approach of Bullett (1975), as used by Hookerjee et al.

<1983), Extensions to situations with several orbitals per site is straight-

forward, involving replacement of scalar quantities like e and V by

matrices e^y , V^y etc. where /A. \J label the orbitals. We may go

beyond the tight-binding and extend our calculations to muffin-tin type of

calculations. These extensions will be discussed towards the end of this

section.

In a completely random system we have

(2)

TBB

here n is a random occupation variable for the site r by the species

A. Pr(n ) = o i(n -1) + (1-c) 6(n ), where c ia the concentration of A

in B.

Mookerjee (1973) showed that the configuration average of any

function of { n J may be expressed as
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where F is the same functional of the operator M, as F is a function

of the n.. M. is related to the probability density of n . In our case ,

it is an operator in a vec

in a basis {v , v } Is

it is an operator in a vector space 0. of rank two, whose representation

c ,/oU-cJ
|O(1-C) 1-0

i.e.

(3b)

F ia an operator in the space <f -TT0 of rank Z and |f> = Tljv

is the 'reference' configuration, a member in the basis of * .

This formalism has been described in great detail in several

publications, already referred to, and has been utilized to generate

herglotz, self-consiBtent CCPA averaged of the single particle propagator

G(r., r.; E) via the self energy matrix (Kumar et al. 1982).

The starting point of the conductivity calculations is the Kubo

expression

Off

er"P - j dS (-df/dE)
(4a)

where f(E) is the Fermi function and

«•"' (*) Tr {/«(EI-H) /6(EX-H)}

He Tr{/0(E+) / 0(B") -

(4b)

G(z) is the single particle propagator or the Green operator and

i s t h e current operator. Like the off-diagonal part of the^ = j
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Hamilton!an, we may write

with (5)
(J f*

In a random system we have to configuration average C*(E) and this

we shall do within the augmented space formalism. Both the operators G

and j are random, involving the random variables {n.[ . In the earlier

attempts by Vellcky and Brouers and Vedyayev, since no off diagonal

disorder was taken into account, randomness in j did not arise. In the

work of the Japanese group, randomness in j was accounted for by finding

an effective energy dependent current j^E), much in the spirit of the

coherent potential itself. The approach of Nowak and DiederiehB(i982 ), in

the context of the analogous case of neutron scattering, is also of this

nature. Following (3a) we obtain

< t\ A" Si^) A? £(»z) I f> <6a>

5 - (z£-H) 1 »ith | . L j l +

and

I <S I 8 I t Hi;J - I 9 1

(6bT

The expressions in (6b) may be regrouped slightly. The advantage of

such a regrouping would become clear immediately. If we write M = c P . + m

so that • V0

and

v

(6c)

j is the averaged current, while j"~ and j**- are corrections arising out

of the disorder in the current terms, arising out of off-diagonal disorder.

The last of these terms is closely related to the short ranged order in the

system. If we form an alloy by quenching the melt from a high temperature

T , then the configuration which is at equilibrium at T is frozen in at

the lower temperature. Following Clapp and Moss (1966, 1968), the short

ranged order parameter

aL(2) - | =_* ? D _Jd3g ̂ j j-w -J$ -
and Vc(R) = V + V - 2V Thus unless V (H) = 0, ot (BM 0, for

R ^ O and there is always short ranged order in the alloy. The Clapp and

Moss treatment clearly indicates that in the presence of off-diagonal

disorder, unless the alloy is quenched from a temperature much above the

critical order/disorder transition temperature where the short ranged order vanishes

we must have short ranged order characterized by <X.(FO- Our subsequent

treatment which includes off-diagonal disorder but ignores short ranged

order is, therefore, not strictly consistent. In any realistic calculation

for real alloys we must incorporate short ranged order, Kaplan and Gray

(1977) have indicated how to do this within the augmented space formalism.

Incorporating the partitioning as in 6(c) into 6(a) we obtain

nine terms from the cross terms between j , j * and J°*. Consider a few
a b c

of these:
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i,k,m,n

at3

Rez z ft*-**'

( T c )

The first term is the familiar one which arises because of the

averaged current j (k). It Is completely diagonal in the augmented space.

The next two terms are off-diagonal in augmented Bpace, being taken between

the two different configuration bases | O and |f^> . These nine

contributions may be grouped into categories: that diagonal in augmented

space and those which are off diagonal. Let us now exaitiine these

contributions in some detail.

The Bethe-Salpeter equation for the two particle propagator

Gl:t(r , r : r , r }=[G{c , r )G(r., r ) 1 may be schematically expressed
-i -j -k -1 -I -k -j -1 av

as in Fig. l(a). The equation for L (z^ % • k.) may be

obtained by contracting G- with j (r - r ) shown schematically in

Fig. K b ) . The resulting Bethe-Salpeter equation may be written as shown:

This equation provides a self-consistent calculation for L

(8)

(z , a ; k)

provided the vertex correction A {z , z ; k, k1) can be found.

The solution to the vertex correction follows from the Ward identity

an.3

Let us examine the structure of the vertex correction term in the

CCPA scheme in augmented space. Let us focus our attention on the scattering diagrams

in augmented space for the vertex correction. These diagrams were discussed

in detail in Mookerjee {1975 b,c) and we shall take up our analysis from

that work.

The single site CPA involves only those diagrams which include one

site (Fig. 2a), so that the vertex correction is totally diagonal in real

space and, because of homogeneity in the augmented space, is k independent.

This leads to the vanishing contribution to conductivity, arising out of the

antisymmetry of j (k) for reflections around the origin (Velicky, 1969) .

In the two or any larger cluster CCPA, the vertex term is neither diagonal

in real space (Fig. 2b) nor in k-space. However, inspection of the diagrams

reveals an important topologlcal property. Any diagram may be decomposed

into two parts (Fig. 2c) such that either part is any of the diagrams of

the series shown in Fig. 2d. Algebraically this implies /\{v ,z ; k, k')=

= A (z^i k)X(k j k1) [4 = i ® A } . The separability of the vertex

kernel allows us to solve the integral equation (9) explicitly.
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x1(E
+jk)A1(B ;kj.

X 2(E
+;k) A2(E

+;k')

^ ' [ I m O(fc,'B)][la Z(Efk-)]

(10)

Let us concentrate on a two Bite CCPA, the Bethe-Salpeter equations

(6), may be rewritten as shown in Fig. 3. On the right-hand side are three

types of contributions:

(1) the first term, which iB of zeroth order and whose contribution in

k - space may be written as G(z ;k)Ja(k)G(«2;k) = A{zlh z2;k)jg(k)>

(2) the second term, which arises out of single site scattering. Note that

in the single site CPA, this is the only vertex correction term that

remains. In the 2CPA too, this term must be taken into account. Note,

that its contribution in the 2CPA is not identical to that in the 1CPA ,

since all the internal propagators are G(z,k) calculated within the

2CPA and not the 1CPA. However, the structure of the terms is the same

in any CP approximation. The vertex is totally diagonal in real space

and independent of k. Its contribution is

' "' ' •*)) d 3~'
11 ^ 8X3~ '

(3) Finally the terms arising out of two site scattering. These are the

lowest order terms of the so called "maximally crossed" diagrams. These

terms are totally absent in the single site CPA with Bhort ranged

potentials. The contribution of these terms in real space is given by:

- 11 -

-*i) A(w^-^,V-^)

Taking the Fourier transform, ve obtain the contribution in k-space

SJt*

If we look at equation (10), we note that since X (z;k) = 2 ? + ZJs(k)
»•* ik jf

where s(k) = £ e —"— summed over the nearest neighbour vectors X on the

lattice . The vertex terms arising out of these diagrams contain a part

which is k independent (arising out of E ) and a part that does depend on

k. We shall absorb the k - independent term with the second term (as it

has the same structure). The remaining vertex correction term thus arises

essentially from the off-diagonal part of the self-energy.

Thus,

(11)

Equations (8)-(ll) provide us with the basis for obtaining the conductivity

arising out of the averaged current.

The corrections which arise because of the randomness in the current

involve equations which are entirely analogous to (8)-(ll), but which

involve self-energies £(z,k) which are off-diagonal in the augmented

space . In the language of graph theory, these self-energies arise as

corrections to the host Hamiltonian H because of augmented space

'decorations'. Let us take as an example, the 2CPA. The diagonal element

of the self energy in augmented space was obtained by partitioning the

2

8 x 8 cluster matrix (corresponding to 8 = 2 x 2 configurations of 2

sites and their 4 possible configurations AA, AS, BA and BB) into that

spanned by Of and If and that spanned by the rest. The off-diagonal

elements nay be obtained by partitioning into a part spanned 'by Of and
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OfQ (for example) which will yield < f | £ (z)|f > ; or by Of and If

which will yield <Tf[ £ (z)|f\ and so on. Having obtained these self-

energies off diagonal in augmented space, we proceed with them and

equations (8) to (11) exactly as before.

It only remains for us to Indicate how the procedure is modified if

we have more than one orbital per site. It is important to do this, as in

any realistic situation we will be involved with more than one orbital per

site. The Ward identity and the Bethe-Salpeter equations now look as follows:

(8<0.

For computational purposes, we may project the matrices onto vectors and

Bupermatrices into matrices. Take, for example, a caBe with two orbitals

per site. Then the 2 x 2 matrices of the kind ^G may be written

as the 4-vector

like -A .... J • may be written as

A 11,11 AU,12 A l l l s a A l l , 2 2
A l " " A12,12 A12,21A12,22

21,11 A21,12
22,ll A22,12

G

w h i l e supermatrices

Equations (8) and (9) may now be rewritten as:

(13)
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and
Crf

(14)

Equations (13) and (14) now form the basis of our conductivity calculations.

3. THE WEAK SCATTERING LIMIT

Before we contemplate application of our formalism to any system, let

us examine the weak scattering limit and compare our results with the well

known results which already exist In this regime.

Let us first express the current j (k) as j(k)cos 0(k,r) where

J(k) is edE(k)/dk and 0(k,r) is the angle between the direction of

k and a unit vector in the direction of r. Moreover, we shall write

^t?,r,;k) - j"(k) A(z. tz.;k) W(z ,zo;lc)

so that the Bethe-Salpeter equation becomes

For z = E we may identify (E+, E~;k) = -2

as an Isotropie lifetime. From the Ward Identity we get

In

(15a)

•*?<*>

(15b)

-1,
Noting that G(E ,k)G(E ;k) - " 2 ^ 0 <!i')

 Im G(E;1O and In «re weak scattering

limit the self-energies are small, so that ImG(E.k) is strongly peaked

around the energy shell E = E(k). The dominant contribution to the Integral

on the left-hand side of (15a) then comes from this energy shell. Using

these approximations we get W(E+,E~;k) ="£' (kJ/^-tk) where we identify
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a diffusion lifetime

E? E"ifc,k-) Im G(E,fc') [ 1 - cos|%,k')

This is the Rubio result that reduces to the Ziman formula (Rubio 1969).

Turning to the Kubo formula, if we neglect the corrections due to

randomness in the current (which is small in the regime under consideration)

_ H e

Because of directional isotropy O"
xx yy

= *
zz
IT = « ana

jK(k) = - j(k). Again the dominant contribution to the integral comes from

the energy shell E = E(k) . In this shell the main contribution comes from

the first term within the integral (Rubio 1969). Velichy (1969) points

out that the neglect of the last term is essentially valid in the regime

where the Boltzmann equation is valid itself. This approximation should

thus yield the Boltzmann result. Evaluating the first term on the energy

shell and noting that we are in a temperature regime where kgT is small

tr = (2ii2/3)f d3- [-I™ a(E,k)]r(k) j2(k)

This is the well known Drude result.

Comparing (15b) and (ISc) we notice that the vertex corrections lead

to the inclusion of back scattering processes. Velicky (1969) and Brouers

and Vedyayev (1972) have shown that since the effective self-energy in the

single site CPA 1B short ranged and the off-diagonal part only nearest

neighbour, the back scattering vanishes and there is no contribution from tie

vertex corrections. When off-diagonal disorder is present and if we go

beyond the single site CPA, this is no longer true and we have to discuss

the vertex corrections.

4. A SIMPLE MODEL CASE

Before we go on to apply our formalism to realistic models of alloys,

let us illustrate the procedure through an application to a simple, yet non-

trivial model case. We shall consider only one orbital per site. We must

consider a three-dimensionallattice, as in any lower dimensions all

electronic states are supposed to be localized and no cluster CPA can be

expected to reflect this. We shall choose a simple cubic lattice. Our

choice of this particular lattice is entirely for ease of calculation. The

conductivity computation involves several Brillouin zone integrations, and

the Brillouin zone for a simple cubic lattice is also simple cubic. This

makes the integrations straightforward. The input Green functions are

calculated by the recursion method.

We shall choose a 50-50 alloy, so that the corrections because of

the randomness in the current (being functions of c(l-c)) are maximum.

Other alloy parameters are le.-e 1/ZV = 0.33; V../V = O.b ;
A B B0 AA BB

VAB/VBB * °-75-

Fig. 4(a) shows the density of states in the CCPA with nearest

neighbour clusters. The structure is typical of the nearest neighbour CCPA
a

and is absent in single site CPA calculations. Suchlstructure was also

apparent in CCPA calculations on the diamond lattice (Hookerjee 1975a,

Kumar et al, 1982) and was attributed in those works to A cluster embedded in

the host B. Here the structure is further enhanced by V being much smaller than V

which accentuates precipitation of A clusters in the B background.

Fig. 4(b) shows the conductivity within the CCPA as a function of

E . The dotted curve is the conductivity without vertex and random current

corrections, while the full curve shows the corrected conductivity. It is

instructive to compare this with the numerical results of Niizeki and Hoshino

(1977). This also involved a 50-50 alloy on the simple cubic lattice, and

with V /V =0.5, but it involved only off-diagonal disorder, with
AA BB

e =e =0 . Firstly, because of our different e and e , the conductivity
A B A B

is not symmetric around E = 0 like NH. The uncorrected conductivity

roughly reflects the features of the density of states. .Fig. 4(b) shows

the correction due to randomness in the current. Like the corresponding
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term O of NH, it is of varying sign over the range of E . Fifi. 4{c)

shows the vertex corrections. It is always negative, the reason for which,

based on the Boltzmann transport theory, has been discussed in some length

by the above authors (NH). These corrections are appreciable in some energy

ranges. Its maximum being the centre of the averaged band E = 6 = [e]

Again, the reason for expecting this has been discussed in detail by NH.

At its largest, the vertex correction is about 20%, an estimate in agreement

with the work of NH.

It should be noted here that although the vertex corrections lower

the conductivity, it would not be feasible to look for signs of localization

in small cluster CPAs. The reason for this is clear if we return to the

analysis of at least one whole class of diagrams, namely the maximally

crossed diagrams in augmented space. The various CCPAs only include the

first few terms of this infinite class, and cannot therefore reasonably

reproduce any information about localization. However, in those alloy systems

where we do not expect localized states near the Fermi level, our formalism

is a useful one.

We intend, in a future communication, to apply our formalism to more

realistic models of sd transition/noble metal alloys, incorporating vertex

corrections and using realistic densities of states generated by the

recursion method of Haydock et al. (1972). In several such alloys, like

Cu Ni , the band widths of the constituents are quite different,

necessitating the introduction of off-diagonal disorder. This is intended

to supplement the initial qualitative formulation of Brouers and Vedyayev

(1972).
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Fig. 3 The digrammatic representation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation

fl(l)
for L

Fig. 4 (a) The density of states as a function of energy in the CCPA for a

50-50 alloy on the sc lattice with 6e/ZVBfi= 0.33, V ^ / V ^ 0.5,

W VBB = °-75'
(b) The conductivity in the CCPA as a function of Ep.

(c) Corrections in conductivity arising out of the randomness in

current.

(d) Corrections in conductivity arising out of vertex corrections.
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